OSFA | Bucky's Tuition Promise

- Covers Tuition and Fees for incoming WI students whose family’s Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) is at or below the state’s median ($56,000)
  - Freshman receive 4 years
  - Transfers receive 2 years

- Removes uncertainty on accessibility of the university

- Focuses on income, not assets, which is important in an agricultural state
OSFA | Bucky's Tuition Promise

• If income goes up in future years, still in
• December 1 priority deadline for FAFSA filing
• Internal review of students after 2/4 years

OSFA | Bucky's Tuition Promise

• Where is the money coming from for this program?
  
  – Institutional resources
  – Similar awarding parameters for years

OSFA | Types of Aid
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